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QUIZ (31ST JANUARY 2020)

By the end of the first day, the students and the teachers were comfortably settled with the means and manners of their new surroundings. For the second day, RSET planned sessions that were both entertaining and enriching for their guests. After a scrumptious breakfast, the students and the teachers were accompanied through the campus for a tour. They covered the vast infrastructure and integrated facilities that RSET took great pride in maintaining. After the tour that spanned over two hours, the students and the teachers were escorted to the Multimedia Hall for the next session. Altering slightly from the planned schedule, a quiz competition was conducted next. The quiz was organized and piloted by third year students Jacob Mathew, Kiran Jojo, Rahul S Peter, Kevin Jose Kalathil, Arjun and Bestina from ECE and CS Department. Progressing with the technological era, the entire quiz was systematized online. The students were divided into 9 groups, and enthusiastically competed in the quiz that covered areas including GK, Computer, Kerala History, etc. The students really enjoyed the technological addition to the usually mundane manual methods of quiz. The competition brought forth a surge of adrenaline rush in the students, exciting them for the events to come.